Exclusive salmon and sea fishing in Namsen and Vikna
Combining exclusive Atlantic salmon fishing in Namsen with
good sea fishing in Vikna is a great and enjoyable experience.
You will experience catching large salmon, battle with strong
and powerful whopper salmons, combined with experiencing
wild and bustling sea fishing in the fiords and seas in Vikna.
We use a fast and safe 24 ft. boat for sea fishing, and we have
our own skipper and guide on board. In Vikna you will experience large splashing waves and various animals such as sea
eagles, seals, and whales. The best part is, however, that we
will catch large amounts of fish!
In Namsen you will experience both land and boat fishing.
Perhaps you will be able to fish from land in the Fiskumfossen
(in June): a large waterfall of approximately 35 metres with
salmon in the pool below the waterfall. The baits used in Namsen are rod, wobbler, lure, and fly. We practice “catch and release”, and therefore the captured fish is unhooked and
returned to the water shortly after capturing. Halfway during
your stay, we will rotate the groups so that all group members
will get the chance to experience both sea fishing in Vikna and
salmon fishing in Grong.
Number of guest per group: 4-8 persons.
Time and length of stay: Six days in the period ranging from
June 1st to August 31st.
This package includes the following: All transport/rental car,
full board accommodation in single rooms, fishing in Namsen
and Vikna, guides, fishing equipment for both sea and river
fishing, and two events (Namsen Salmon Aquarium and
Museum and moose safari/visit to a free fish farm).
PROGRAM
Day 1. We pick you up at Trondheim Airport Værnes. Check in
at Namsentunet or in Vikna. Dinner together upon arrival at
Namsentunet before the group going to Vikna drives there in a
rental car.
Days 2 and 3. Group 1: Salmon fishing in Namsen. Two sessions of 4-5 hours of either land or boat fishing accompanied
by guides.
Group 2: Fishing from a large boat with a skipper. Two sessions of 4-5 hours on the fiord/sea with a guide.
Events for both groups on day 2.
Rotation between the groups in the evening after dinner on
day 3.

Days 4 and 5. Group 1: Fishing from a large boat with a skipper. Two sessions of 4-5 hours on the fiord/sea with a guide.
Group 2: Salmon fishing in Namsen. Two sessions of 45 hours of either land or boat fishing accompanied by guides.
Event for both groups in the evening on day 4.
Group 1 drives to Grong in the evening after dinner on
day 5.
Day 6. Breakfast. Check out. Departure for Trondheim Airport
Værnes.
The hosts say goodbye to the guests.
Meal schedule:
Breakfast: 7.30 am – 8.30 am
Lunch: 2 pm
Dinner: 8 pm
Fishing times:
Session 1: 9 am - 1.30 pm
Session 2: 3.30 pm - 7.30 pm

